
 

 

NOTE:  SOME APPLICATIONS MAY TRY TO WRITE TO THE CD-ROM.    YOU MAY BE REQUIRED TO COPY 
THEM TO YOUR HARD DISK, BEFORE USING.
FOR A LIST OF INSTRUCTION TOPICS, PULL DOWN THE "CONTENTS" MENU.   
TECHNICAL SUPPORT -  CALL 619 931.8111, EXT. 515,  MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 8:30 AM TO 
4:00 PM, PACIFIC TIME. 
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                 CLICK ON THE SIGS ICON  TO
               READ THE PROGRAM GUIDE

 
            GENERAL INTEREST

 
                DESKTOP PUBLISHING

 
                GAMES 

 
                 KIDS

 
                 MULTIMEDIA

 
                 SOFTWARE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SRI)

 
                 BONUS
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            INSTALLING TRUETYPE FONTS

Installation of a TrueType font with System 7 is simple.   Drag the TrueType suitcase to your 
System Folder and drop it in.   That's it!  You may load your application to start using the new font. 

You may also double-click  the suitcase before installing to see a preview of the new font.  

NOTE: IF YOU ARE USING SYSTEM 6 YOU WILL NEED TO ACQUIRE THE TRUETYPE 
INIT FROM APPLE.

 
            INSTALLING TYPE 1 FONTS
        
         System 7 users, copy the Type 1 icons to your System Folder. 
         System 7 will place all the files in the correct folders. 

System 6 users will need to copy the printer icon to the System Folder.  To install the suitcase will 
require Font/DA Mover to copy the screen fonts to your System file.
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         SYSTEM EXTENSIONS, CONTROL PANEL DEVICES, APPLE MENU ITEMS

To use these with either System 6 or 7, copy the System Extension, CDEV, or Apple Menu 
Items (Desk Accessory)  to your System Folder and reboot.  

CDEV's (CONTROL PANEL DEVICES) can be accessed by using the     
     Apple Menu and selecting the CONTROL PANEL option.  This will bring up a list of your 
currently installed CDEV's.  Locate the CDEV you copied to your System Folder and double-click  
it.  

EXTENSIONS work a bit differently.  When you restart your Mac, they stay resident in memory 
to perform a certain function.   To obtain instructions on a particular Extension please read through 
any document file included.   note:  If you have loaded an Extension and it is not loading when 
you restart your Mac, verify that it is selected, using the Extension Manger CDEV.

APPLE MENU ITEMS  are accessed by pulling down the Apple Menu and selecting it.  System 
6 users will have to use Font/DA Mover to add the DA to there System file.
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           HyperCard Stacks

Using HyperCard stacks is as easy as double-clicking .  If you receive an error message similar to 
the following: 

 

you do not have the HyperCard Run-Time installed on your system. Run-Time is sometimes 
included with your System software.  Please look through your original Apple System diskettes to 
see if you have it.   If you are able to locate it then simply copy it to your hard disk.

If you need a copy of the HyperCard Run-Time, contact your local Apple dealer.
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           GENERAL INTEREST

FlashWorks v1.0.7
by StarSoft Technologies, Inc.
A superb flash card program for learning foreign languages! You read in lists of 
words in a foreign language. Then, search for the words you wish to work on. The 
program finds the words and flashes them to you. Extremely fast and flexible. You 
can specify parts of speech (verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc.), the speed at which 
the words are flashed and level of difficulty. Includes databases for German, 
Spanish, French, Greek and Hebrew. Greek and Hebrew even have their own fonts.

Relax v1.0
by Software Perspectives
Relaxed people work harder! Run this relaxation program in the background while 
you work. These soothing sounds of a forest stream wash away your stress, 
making it easier for you to concentrate on the work at hand. Also works as a great 
“white noise” generator. 

TimeTracker v2.3
by Maui Software
Time is money! If you work or charge by the hour, you’ll love this easy-to-use 
time-tracking program. Tracks multiple, simultaneous time sessions; creates 
categories and hourly rates; searches time entries; exports time entries; and 
records time in fractions of a minute to half hour  increments. Great for 
consultants, programmers, attorneys, printers — anyone who bills for time. It’s a 
wonderful method for tracking events.

Alias Repointer v1.0
by Hardly Soft Company
How many ways can an alias get messed up? It’s easy! Copy a bunch of stuff from 
a CD-ROM to a hard drive. Or simply restore from a backup. Now, it’s easy to clean 
up these messes. Alias Repointer “fixes” file aliases that have been copied from 
one volume to another. 

Morphile v1.0
by Software Perspectives
Changing a file’s creator and/or type is a breeze with Morphile! Just drag-and-drop 
the file you want and make the change. But that’s not all! You can also change the 
formatting of any text file. All this, in one handy application! 
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Preschool Playtime
by Platypus Software
A deceptively simple program for young Macintosh users! Children click numbers 
and letters and receive both verbal and animated responses. A wonderful way to 
learn — the kids think they’re just having fun!

Sex Predictor
by Computed Designs
Is it a boy or a girl? You no longer have to wait for birth to find out! This amazing 
program is based on an ancient Chinese chart buried in a royal tomb about 700 
years ago. Thousands believe in its power of prediction, and even use it to plan 
their future families. Can you use it to predict the sex of your unborn children, or 
to plan your family? Find out! 

Spring Cleaning v1.0
by unLOCKEd Software
We all need reminders to rebuild our desktops. When you boot, Spring Cleaning 
checks all currently mounted drives for any desktop file older than 15 days. If it 
finds one, it opens a dialog box that tells you the age of the file and asks you if you 
want it rebuilt. Now, if only it worked for cleaning out refrigerators! 

Automatic Calendar v2.0
by Raymond L. Bolton
Wow! What a time saver! Create your own calendars and calendar-based 
appointment book pages. Simply enter the year and Automatic Calendar does the 
rest. It uses Excel’s powerful macro commands. Microsoft Excel v4.0 is required. 

CD Menu v1.0.1
by Henrik Eliasson
Control audio CDs — right from your desktop! That’s right! Simply copy this 
Control Panel to your System Folder, insert an audio CD into your CD-ROM drive and 
click in the menu bar while holding down the Command key. That’s all there is to it. 
Control Play, Pause, Advance 1 Track, and other functions — right from your 
computer screen.

Square Lake Crossing
by Mark Starlin
Are you clever enough to build a bridge across Square Lake? In this two-player 
game, one player tries to build a bridge between the North and South shores. The 
second player races to connect the East and West shores. The first player to 
complete their bridge is the winner.
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Word Breaker v1.0.1
by Bob Uskali
Fantastic word guessing game! The computer chooses a hidden word from its 
3,000 word dictionary. Detailed graphics and multiple levels of difficulty will keep 
you coming back for more! Includes automatic letter marking, game saving, high 
scores list and built-in instructions. Fun and challenging!

Bujardet Freres
by Match Software
This font is like a vestige of old Europe. Includes all accented characters, including 
uppercase, German, Swedish, Danish, Spanish, Portuguese and more!

Descant
by Dave Nalle
What a fanciful gothic font! Calligraphic elements combine with modern European 
influences. Perfect for headlines and titles! 

Metropolitain
by Match Software
Bonjour! You’ll think you’re at the Paris Metro train station! This romantic font 
features strong weight transitions, and a loose, relaxed style.

Brian's Sound Tool v1.3
by Brian Scott
A quick and easy method to convert sound files from Mac to Windows and visa 
versa.  Supports virtually any file containing a 'snd' resource on the Mac and WAV, 
VOC, 8SVX for non-Macintosh platforms.  APPLICATION  

Graf 2 v2.1.1
by Ralph S. Sutherland
A general purpose, scientific X-Y plotting program that uses an objected oriented 
approach.  Graf is object oriented in the way it handles data and plots. This means 
that each set of data has the information on how it wants to be plotted, and each 
plot has its own formatting information and a list of data to plot.  This is 
implemented through easy to use popup menus.  APPLICATION

DropStuff v3.5.2
by Aladdin Systems, Inc.
Created to address the needs of SuffIt users.  With DropStuff you will create 
StuffIt archives by simply dragging & dropping your files and folders; expand more 
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compression formats such as .ZIP, .ARC, .pkg, .gz, .Z, and .uu; accelerated 
expanding of file with Power Mac users; can improve the functionality of third 
party software that support StuffIt.   APPLICATION

Clipfolio v1.0
by Ootinta Software
Use the clipboard often?  Ever need to retrieve something from the clipboard but 
discovered that you lost it because you have copied other items to the clipboard?  
Not anymore!  Clipfolio allows the user to maintain multiple clipboards so that you 
can retrieve 20 of you most recent cuts or copies.  Automatically!  A program 
worth checking out!  CDEV/INIT

Daily Items Manager v1.0
by StepUp Software
an extension which allows you to have files which open during the startup process 
only once per day. When you restart your Mac during the day (because of crashes, 
newly installed software, etc), these files will not bother you by opening up every 
time. Regular StartUp Items are not affected.  INIT/CDEV

GeoConverter v1.1
by Kenneth Hill, Ph.D
Geo Converter translates between two map coordinate systems, longitude/latitude 
and Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM).  APPLICATION

One Click! v3.4
by Rick Christianson 
If you tired of a desktop cluttered with aliases, or funky stair stepping Apple menu 
that spills is contents across the desktop everytime it's selected, the OneClick is 
for you.  With this application you can put all of you favorite and most used 
software items on user-configured palettes.  Clicking the palette's tile will open 
that item.  APPLICATION

OneClick! Redecorator II
by Rick Christianson 
Contains 28 new tile textures that you can install into your OneClick application.  
APPLICATION

Option-Tab Program Switcher
by Michael F. Kamprath
A useful little Extension which allows you to switch between the running program 
on your Mac via simple OPTION-TAB keystroke.  Instead of dropping down a menu 
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and making a selection when you want to change to another application use this 
program.  INIT/CDEV

Quick ShutDown v1.0
by Dragonsoft
A useful utility when you need to shutdown or restart your Mac in a hurry and don't 
want to bothered with the Finders annoying messages.

ScriptSynch
by Mark Aiken
Launch applications, open files, run scripts when specific applications launch or 
quit.  This is useful for running a startup script whenever an application loads, 
attaching one application to another so they launch and quit at the same time. 
INIT/CDEV

SwitchBack v2.5 
by Glendower Software Ltd.
A utility program that synchronizes two folders, so that both folders have a copy 
of the most recent version of their files.  The two folders can reside on the same 
volume, on two different volumes, or indeed on two different computers connected 
by a network. APPLICATION

Volume Quick Change v2.0
by Alex Rampell
A simple and yet incredibly easy and useful utility to change your computer's sound 
volume.  After you install this Control Panel just restart and adjust the volume by 
press your CTRL key and a number from 1-7.  INIT/CDEV

Tangram v3.14
by S.T. Hann
An ancient Oriental toy which has 7 pieces, 5 triangles in different sizes, 1 square 
and 1 diamond.  The objective of this game is to form a given shape using all 7 
pieces.  Thousands of shapes can be made by moving simple shaped pieces around.  
This puzzle game is specially great for children to practice matching skills.  GAME

WishList v1.0
by James Burghardt
A program that gives you special features/abilities for use in PageMaker v5.0 or 
greater. Using Genies this program can accomplish a great deal of enhanced 
productivity.  Includes an alignment, arrow, guide, shape, postal, and zoom Genies.  
APPLICATION
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Coureen
by Peter Van Dyke
Wild loose freehand with a quill pen type look.  It contains all caps, lower case, 
numbers and most punctuation. FONT

Finestra
by Dave Nalle
A decorative initials or drop caps font in the Art Nouveau style.  The letters have 
a bold look which are framed and give the appearance of stained glass.  FONT

LauraMcCrary v1.1
by Jim Pearson
A thin and narrow sans serif font with a little of the old Florida Art Deco style.  
Although it is somewhat Art Deco, it is very stable, readable, and can be used in 
both text and display typeface purposes.  FONT

Parish v2.01
by LMNo Designs
This font is similar to Adobe™ Charlemange™ but heavier and a much different 
serif treatment. It also has sort of a mystical dream like feel to it. The "M", '"N", 
and "O" are  bit different, but you can find more traditional characters with 
"option" characters.  FONT
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        Shareware Utilities

We have included a group of indispensable shareware utility programs.   

          The Bomb & Crash Encyclopedia  
	         by Macspect Inc.
Tired of those mysterious "System Error ID" messages.  With the help of this 
stack, you will understand System errors and how to rectify them.

         Fontview
          by Simon Brown
Display the key map of any font with this Desk Accessory.

          Gatekeeper  
           by Chris Johnson
Protect your system from a virus attack.
 
          PICTuresque
Zoom, copy, paste your favorite PICT, PNTG, or EPS files.

 				Quill  
          by Sergio Villone 
You can view your documents with Quill.

         Software  FPU
          by John M.  Neil
Emulate a Floating Point Unit with this handy system Extension.

         Stuffit  Lite          
          by Alladin System, Inc
Compress and extract files,  or create self-extracting archives.

         System  Picker
          by Kevin Aitken
Maintain separate System Folders for multi-configured Macs.

        The TypeBook
         by Jim Lewis
This program aids in the creation and maintenance of a typeface reference book.
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           DESKTOP PUBLSHING

Bezier DA
by Chris Heilman
This modest painting program functions like a French curve drafting tool. Bezier helps you construct 
smooth curves even if you don’t have a steady mouse hand. The program functions either as an 
aid to full-featured painting programs (such as MacPaint or HyperCard) or on its own with the 
Scrapbook. DA

Chronicle ASCII
by Andrew Collins
Learn how to create digital newsletters like the ones seen on America On-line. Get a jump on this 
“Business of the 90’s.” FILE

PICT Clip Art
This fantastic assortment of 256-color images includes representations of the earth, a fractal 
handscape, a gray-scale faceted skateboarder, a moon view, most of the international flags, and 
burl wood and marble textures are included in this clip art collection.  CLIP ART

EPS Clip Art
Leafy ornamentals and a squirrel are in this collection. CLIP ART

Spiral Gallery
This collection contains every spiral you’ll ever need, with spirals of different dimensions and 
varying numbers of turns. CLIP ART

Drop•PS
by Bare Bones Software
Send text files containing PostScript code to any PostScript printer connected to an AppleTalk 
network with this practical utility. It’s easy to send either a file, a folder full of files or disk full of files. 
Simply drop your material onto the DPS application or application alias. You can also drop 
multiple files, folders or disks at the same time. APPLICATION

DT&G vol. 2 number 5
by Showker Graphic Arts & Design, Inc.
The features of this issue include discussions of how to “Make Money on Courtroom & Trial 
Graphics,” “Tiling for Fun & Profit,” and “A quick & easy WP newsletter that addresses itself!” 
APPLICATION

Easy Envelopes v2.6.0 
by Andrew Welch/Ambrosia Software
Print envelopes quickly and easily with this utility/database. You can fully customize this program’s 
environment by extensively altering the preferences.  APPLICATION

FlashWrite II v1.1
by Andrew Welch/Ambrosia Software
Use this handy mini-word processor DA to quickly and efficiently fire out short passages of text 
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without the inconvenience of loading bulky programs like Word or MacWrite. DA

Fonts

AdagioBold font
by Albert J. Kim
This font was designed as a replacement for Courier and Monaco. Both TrueType and Type 1 
formats are included. FONT

Adrielle-Light font
by Vortex Studio
Use this curved, boxy font when a light, clean typeface is required. Both TrueType and Type 1 
formats are included. FONT

Bombadil’s Dingbat font
by Chung
A girl, a dinosaur skeleton and a duck are among the images included with this dingbat font. Both 
TrueType and Type 1 formats are included. FONT

Broceliande font
by Ragnarok
Stylistically, this typeface resembles the gothic family. Close inspection reveals exaggerated 
serifs and curves associated with many fancy commercial fonts. Both TrueType and Type 1 
formats are included. FONT

Crumplestilskin font
by Vortex Studios
This amusing font twists and protrudes. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included. FONT

Duchamp Font
by Richard Kegler
This is a font based on the handwriting of Marcel Duchamp. Both TrueType and Type 1 formats 
are included. FONT

HeavyHeavyFat font
by Pat Snyder
A straightforward upper and lower case sans-serif display font, HeavyHeavyFat makes headings 
stand out with a heavy, bold look. Its message is one of visual power. FONT

Lefty Casual font
by Ted Alspach
Lefty Casual was designed to simulate real handwriting, without loss of legibility. FONT

Lombardic font
by Marty Snyder
This is an exact copy of one of Frederick Goudy’s hand-penned examples. It contains all the 
beautiful nuances and subtle curves not captured in Adobe’s version. TrueType format is included. 
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FONT

Portage Font
by AARRGGHH!! Graphics
A woodland feel and leafy shadows are represented in this font. Both TrueType and Type 1 
formats are included. FONT

Rochambeau font
by Ragnarok
This bold typeface, in TrueType and Type 1 formats, features unexpected curls and hats. FONT

Sassy font
by Erik Simpson
This flamboyant handwriting font has a slightly nasty feel. It contains full upper and lowercase sets, 
and both TrueType and Type 1 formats are included. FONT

Photoshop Tutorial #1
by Kai Krause
Learn bevel and shadow techniques using Adobe Photoshop’s channels. This is the first in a 
series of step-by-step tutorials for Photoshop.
NOTE: Microsoft Word v4.0 is recommended for best viewing. 
FILE

Pict2ppat
by John J. Calande, III
Create desktop patterns from any PICT file and use them with your desktop pattern applying 
program. Zoom-in, select all, zoom-out or scroll any portion of a picture and create a gray-scale or 
color pattern. APPLICATION

PopChar v2.7.1
by Gunther Blaschek
Access any character of your current font without memorizing key strokes with this Control Panel. 
CDEV

QXPSeps
by Jack Hammes
Selectively set any stray spot colors in front of most QuarkXPress documents for process output. 
APPLICATION

WishList v1.0
by James Burghardt
A program that gives you special features/abilities for use in PageMaker v5.0 or greater. Using 
Genies this program can accomplish a great deal of enhanced productivity.  Includes an alignment, 
arrow, guide, shape, postal, and zoom Genies.  APPLICATION

Photoshop Tutorial #14
by Kai Krause
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In almost any image being worked on in Photoshop you need to isolate a section such as an 
object or text and deal with it separate from the rest. There is a whole menu called ‘Select’ to deal 
with this, as well as various marquees, lasso, magic wand etc. But there are many methods that are 
far from obvious and Kai Krause hopes you will come out of this installment of the Photoshop 
tutorials with some real insight that you can apply almost every time you launch Photoshop! 
Microsoft Word v4.0 is recommended for best viewing.  MISC. DOC

Photoshop Tutorial #14
by Kai Krause
How to draw a circle is easy. Use the elliptical marquee tool with the option key down, then Edit > 
Stroke to draw a neat circle. Anti-aliased, the lot. Fine. But where is the spiral tool? In ANY app..? 
Do you need to scan the thing in? Nah. Its trivial: Twirl a gradient! Use the blend tool click and drag 
just a pixel or two.  Everything you need to know on creating spirals in Photoshop.  Microsoft 
Word v4.0 is recommended for best viewing.  MISC DOC.

ImageBrowser v1.0
by Albatross Productions
Displays your PICT image in a slideshow fashion.  It will scan through the folder it is located in and 
show each PICT file on the screen.  The delay can be changed by press any of the number keys 
on your keyboard.  Included are 4 various images such from scenic nature to astronomical.  
APPLICATION

Droprint v2.1
by John Paul Du bois
A batch processing printing utility for QuarkXPress.  You simply drag & drop files or folders full of 
files onto this script and they print, and you can do something else. Also includes18 scripts for 
system 7.5 and QuarkXPress 3.3 which can toggle between frame inside and frame outside, turn 
greek pictures/auto ligatures on and off, set CMYK, prints the document you are working on in 
thumbnails, drop cap setter and others.  MISC. DOC

PasteboardXT v1.4
by Markzware
Allows you to change the width and height of the pasteboard. This is similar to changing the 
pasteboard width percentage using the QuarkXPress application Preferences. Requires 
QuarkXPress.  MISC DOC.

RevisionsXT 
by Markzware
Attaches a pop-up menu to File->Revert to Saved. This new menu will list a document's backups 
and you can open one of them by simply selecting it from the menu.  Requires QuarkXPress.  
MISC. DOC

SalvageDocXT
by Markzware
attempts to read a "clobbered" QuarkXPress document file and to recreate as much of it as it can. 
In many cases, a large percentage of the document can be recovered saving you time when 
compared to duplicating the entire document by hand. Requires QuarkXPress.  MISC. DOC
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Primitive Sampler
Here are some Adobe Dimension objects of a Champagne Flute, Christmas Tree, Lounge Chair, 
Red Apple, Tree Ornament,Wine Glass.

Photoshop Techniques 002
by Swanson Tech. Support
This is an electronic version of a new newsletter covering tips and tricks for Adobe Photoshop. 
Photoshop sports  basic set of path tools. While these are no rival for dedicated programs like 
Adobe Illustrator or Aldus FreeHand, they do service a great many tasks. In future issues, we will 
be using paths to create complex silhouettes. In this issue, we will be introducing paths to create a 
special neon effect. This will provide a foundation understanding of paths and their functions. 
Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader and Photoshop. MISC DOCUMENT

Photoshop Tutorial #16
by Kai Krause
Learn about “Algorithmic Textures” to create complicated backgrounds for any size and resolution, 
just using Filters and Image controls. Microsoft Word v4.0 is recommended for best viewing.  
MISC. DOC

La Negrita
by B. Haber
A very beautiful typeface including special alternate versions of uppercase letters (as well as full 
alpha set).FONT

McBoing Boing
by Spyrograhics
a font based on the style of the Jet Age, the late 50's/early 60's.  Named after Jet Age cartoon 
character Gerald McBoing Boing, it is great for headlines and any large point text.FONT

No Parking
by Adam Wunn
This striped font received its name because it reminded the author of those annoying no parking 
stripes at the supermarkert that are placed in the strangest places.  Narrow whitespace and 
multitudes of stripes make this font quite fun!  FONT

Coureen
by Peter Van Dyke
Wild loose freehand with a quill pen type look.  It contains all caps, lower case, numbers and most 
punctuation. FONT

Finestra
by Dave Nalle
A decorative initials or drop caps font in the Art Nouveau style.  The letters have a bold look which 
are framed and give the appearance of stained glass.  FONT

LauraMcCrary v1.1
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by Jim Pearson
A thin and narrow sans serif font with a little of the old Florida Art Deco style.  Although it is 
somewhat Art Deco, it is very stable, readable, and can be used in both text and display 
typeface purposes.  FONT

Parish v2.01
by LMNo Designs
This font is similar to Adobe™ Charlemange™ but heavier and a much different serif treatment. It 
also has sort of a mystical dream like feel to it. The "M", '"N", and "O" are  bit different, but you can 
find more traditional characters with "option" characters.  FONT
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           GAMES

Square Lake Crossing
by Mark Starlin
Are you clever enough to build a bridge across Square Lake? In this two-player 
game, one player tries to build a bridge between the North and South shores. The 
second player races to connect the East and West shores. The first player to 
complete their bridge is the winner. 

Word Breaker v1.0.1
by Bob Uskali
Fantastic word guessing game! The computer chooses a hidden word from its 
3,000 word dictionary. Detailed graphics and multiple levels of difficulty will keep 
you coming back for more! Includes automatic letter marking, game saving, high 
scores list and built-in instructions. Fun and challenging!

Dr. Macinto v2.8
by S. T. Han
You must remove all the viruses! They look like smiling-face squares! Remove them 
by arranging them in sequences of four or more of the same color, either 
horizontally or vertically. Playing pills drop from the top of the screen one pill at a 
time. 

Hide-and-Seek v1.2
by Dan Mosier
Everyone’s favorite game is now on your computer! Try to keep a low score as you 
search through the house. Look for your friend in the living room, dining room, 
kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, hall and closets. If your friend’s not there, a point is 
added to your score. Great game for one or two players!

Pyramid Solitaire v2.4
by Glenn Seemann
A new card game just for solitaire fans! Match any pair of cards that total 
thirteen. Great color graphics, digitized sound and music. The cards are large and 
colorful with your choice of 30 different background patterns! Online help gets you 
started. 

Poly-RC v1.04 
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by S. T. Han
You can stay in the game but only by removing blocks — and all the time the rows 
and columns are falling! Similar to Polytris, it has some twists of its own. Rows or 
columns with one to four squares drop from top. They stop when they hit dropped 
blocks or the bottom. Remove squares by arranging them in sequences of three or 
more of the same color horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

Asterax v1.2
by Michael Hanson
Many intrepid pilots from the far-flung worlds have found their fortune in the 
Emeraldium-rich asteroid belts of Arvis Omega. Some have returned with wealth 
beyond their wildest dreams. You are a lone pilot, entering the asteroid belt to 
blast precious Emeraldium loose from the rocks. This exciting arcade game was 
inspired by the classic arcade game, Asteroids. Asterax, however, is packed with 
new strategic challenges. For single or multiple players.

MaxBox v2.0
by John Castelli
Solving this puzzle is not going to be easy! You must locate objects hidden inside a 
two dimensional grid — known as the black box. You have only one tool — the 
ability to fire imaginary rays into the box. You can’t see inside the box. Only the 
behavior of the rays gives you a clue to the location of the hidden objects. 
Mind-bending!

BOOM!
by Intergraphix
Can you safely maneuver yourself through the treacherous mine field without 
blowing yourself to pieces?  With this rendition of the classic MineSweeper you can 
adjust the level of difficulty and create your own minefields.  GAME

Chuck-A-Duck
by 
A simple yet highly addictive game.  The object of Chuck-A-Duck is to shoot the 
ducks before they can escape.  You have to be quick though as the number of 
ducks goes up in later rounds.  Once in a while a frog  will also pop it's head up for 
you  shoot pleasure.  Bonus points for multiple hits, shotgun auto fire mode, and a 
really big gun option help you keep up with the elusive ducks.  GAME

Hearts Deluxe v3.3
by Ian Lynch Smith
like no computer card game you've ever seen. It's features include: 3-D interface, 
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256 colors (though it will happily support black and white), multichannel sounds, 
animated expressions that change in context, speaking opponents who comment on 
each hand, a tutor to help you learn and then master the game, three skill levels, 
optional rules to accommodate almost all Hearts variations, telepathy window 
which gives you an exciting look at the artificial intelligence engine that powers 
Hearts deluxe, well written and extensive on-line documentation, great on 
Powerbooks, and most importantly, it plays a very good game of Hearts.

MacBrickout v.3.0
by Leapfrog
Using a ball and a paddle, bash all of the bricks out of a wall to complete the level.  
Try to advance through all of the levels to win the game.  Along the way,  catch 
falling capsules to gain (or possibly loose) special powers.  Watch out!  Evil bubbles 
can deflect the ball and possibly foil your efforts.  Enjoy vivid 256-color graphics, 
3D sprites and ultra smooth animation and movement! 

MUGWUMP LAND v.1.0
by Sensai Inc.
RPG style game with unique interface. Great graphics/animation and sounds. Not 
your typical Hypercard game. You are pitted against the Mighty Shlong and his 
horde of Mugwumps in effort to save your planet from hostile takeover. 
HYPERCARD

Power Players v2.0 
by Greg Francis
a game based on Avalon Hill's Acquire. Seven power companies compete for the 
same limited space. Create and merge companies to achieve the highest wealth. A 
great strategy game for the whole family or by yourself with the computer 
players. Up to six players may play.  GAME

Tangram v3.14
by S.T. Hann
An ancient Oriental toy which has 7 pieces, 5 triangles in different sizes, 1 square 
and 1 diamond.  The objective of this game is to form a given shape using all 7 
pieces.  Thousands of shapes can be made by moving simple shaped pieces around.  
This puzzle game is specially great for children to practice matching skills.  GAME
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         KIDS

Tangram v3.14
by S.T. Hann
An ancient Oriental toy which has 7 pieces, 5 triangles in different sizes, 1 square and 1 diamond.  
The objective of this game is to form a given shape using all 7 pieces.  Thousands of shapes can 
be made by moving simple shaped pieces around.  This puzzle game is specially great for 
children to practice matching skills.  GAME

The Itty Bitty Atlas v1.0
by J. Openshaw
Small desktop world atlas that displays maps and charts. At least 16 colors is suggested for the 
charts.  APPLICATION

SchoolStat v2.04
by David Darby
popular user-friendly statistics application designed originally for schools and introductory statistics. 
It now sports a 3D interface (big deal!) and one-way ANOVA (including F test, and Kruskal Wallis), 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, odds ratios, and sensitivity/specificity computations. The remaining 
algorithms have been recoded to improve speed. This is a shareware program containing 
interactive statistical software. It is designed primarily for schools (hence the name!), especially 
teachers who wish to show how probability distributions can be brought alive with Macintosh 
graphics. It goes much further though, and has a spreadsheet, sorting, arithmetic and mathematical 
transformations (including N scores), statistical tests and much more.  APPLICATION

LetterLand v1.0
by Matthew Keith
Letter Land is a children's game designed to help them learn associations of letters and words. It 
uses bright and colorful graphics and explosive sounds that are sure to keep the attention of your 
child. It is intended for children between the ages of 3 and 8, but everyone is welcome to play!  
APPLICATION

Dead�End v1.1.2
by Wolfgang Thaller
DeadEnd is a strategy game. It is your goal to find a path out of a dungeon by pushing massive 
blocks of stone out of your way. This is a very tricky task because the stones are so heavy 
that.you can move them only one by one, you need space to step back and take a run, and, you 
can only push, not pull. You have to develop a strategy and move the pieces in the correct order, 
otherwise the stones will block the way to the exit. A piece pushed to the wrong place could be 
an obstacle for removing another block from your path. At higher levels there will be blocks which 
can only be pushed into one direction.  GAME

Gravitation Ltd. v5.0
by Jeff Rommereide
It's back again, and now in color too!  Nominated for the Best Shareware award by the Boston 
Computer Society, Gravitation Ltd. 5.0 is a two dimensional graphical gravity/orbital simulation for 
the Macintosh.  Both fun and educational!  Build solar systems, gravity slingshots, or create your 
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own asteroid belt!  Lots of sample solar systems are included or you can create your own with the 
built in point and click editor.  Includes both the  and non-FPU versions.  APPLICATION
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             SIX QUICKTIME™ ANIMATIONS/USE DICK & JANE READER TO 
             VIEW AND LOAD THE QUICKTIME™ EXTENSION (THIS IS NOT  
             PROVIDED)                              
 
           FIFTEEN MOD MUSIC SOUND-TRACKS/DOUBLE-CLICK THE PLAY
           LIST  TO HEAR THEM.

                                   
           FIFTY SOUND EFFECTS FOR SYSTEM 7. 
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Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.  In addition to the normal selection of software from our 
Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from the SRI.  What 
this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program from the SRI you know that it 
is the highest quality.  Why?  Because the SRI is a list of our most popular software.  Below is a 
list of topics and descriptions in  this months issue.

GENERAL INTEREST
Telecommunications

AOL Aid
This extension aids the America Online user in the finer points of this great pay 
service.
MacLHA 
This allows the compression/decompression of .LHA and .LZH files on the 
Macintosh.
UULite
Use this program to UUEncode binary files and UUDecode encoded files for Internet 
E-Mailing.

 Desk Accessories

Area Codes
Find the state/city of any area code.
Icon Maker 
Capture icon images. 
Little Black Book
Keep track of all your phone numbers and addresses.
ProCalc
Calculator to perform complex calculations.
Servant
Twenty-six chapter tutorial covering the C programming language. 
Virus Detective
Scans and protects your system from a virus attack.	
................................... . .
Paint Viewer 
Display, zoom, copy/paste PICT, PNTG, or EPS graphic file formats. 
Quicklook
UPS calculator with the latest rates world wide. 	
................................... . .
PICTuresque
Displays PICT, EPS, and MacPaint files. Copy and format to the clipboard.	
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Victoire
A desk accessory to cheat on your favorite games.	
................................... . .

 System 7

AppleEase
A pair of System 7 utilities that will make changing your AppleMenu a lot easier.  
Folder Icon Maker 
Create your own attractive folder icons from almost any file. Just drop and drag! 
Requires System 7. 
ICON WIZARD
Load and edit system icons.
ProSwitch
Easily switch between a running process under System 7. Includes “hot keys” and 
hidden windows.
System 7 Pack! 
Includes terrific additions to your system toolbox: Finder 7 Menus!, Rename Delay 
Editor!, and the Application-Document Linker! 
System Errors 7
Gives a complete list of System 7 operating system result codes. Never again be 
confused about “ERROR ID#”.	
................................... . .

 Arcade

Action
Pinball construction set game. 
Brickles Plus
Nice rendition of the classic “BreakOut” arcade game.
Artillery
Go head-to-head with a friendly game of artillery duel.
Rhodes
The object is to get the Rhodes scholar through the hedge maze at Oxford.
................................... . .
AGenT     
Agent is part simulation of a laboratory exercise and part adventure game. In 
addition, it contains elements of a tutorial. Through it all, the students try to solve 
a problem in biochemical genetics by exploration, trial and error, and by the use of 
simulated scientific tools and abstract reasoning.
Dots Game 
Players take turns connecting dot pairs within the rows and columns of dots. When 
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all sides of a square are connected together, the player claims the square.	
................................... . .
Alpha Battle I-I 
Fly your craft in the space field. Try not to get hit by the missiles and wandering 
asteroids.
Blocker
Push blocks to strategically crush your enemies, picking up bonus items along the 
way.	
................................... . .
Arashi
Don’t let the pulsars zap you in the great shoot’em up game.
MacTriv
Excellent trivia game for up to four players.	
................................... . .
Blockade
A cross between an arcade game and Rubik’s cube.	
................................... . .
Bolo
Great network game in which up to 16 people in tanks battle for control of an 
island. 
................................... . .
Classic Tennis
It’s you against the computer in this challenging tennis match. 
Gang Wars
Save two cities from the massive crime wave.	
................................... . .
Columns II
Similar to Tetris.
Covert Action
Take the helm of a U.S. attack submarine.	
................................... . .
Continuum
Fly your spacecraft among the 60 different planets.
S’ydnar Squares
This is a very polished, high-quality arcade/strategy/puzzle game.
................................... . .
Cyclone
Shoot through the rotating walls and destroy your enemy in this space game 
featuring extremely clean graphics.  
................................... . .
Daleks
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Try to avoid being captured by the Daleks.
................................... . .
Devil’s Gulch
Pull your pistol and shoot the scum of the earth in this Old West gun fight.
................................... . .
Dreamlight Verttice
You must close in a flaring reactor in this maze type game.
................................... . .
Dr. Macinto
Mac version of Dr. Mario.
Diamonds
Similar to the classic “BreakOut” but with much more.
Target Strike
Shooting gallery arcade game.
................................... . .
Frac   
A 3-D version of the game “Tetris,” but definitly seen from a different 
perspective. 
3D Paddle Bash!     
Use your paddle to bat the ball past the computer opponent. You have five 
different opponents and the ability to edit the opponent parameters in order to 
adjust the level of difficulty.
................................... .. 
Glypha II
Ride your winged steed across the playing field while jousting your opponents.
................................... . 
Gnatman!
You are the exterminator solely chosen to wipe out the mutant bugs that have 
invaded the peaceful town of Emerald Creek.
Missile Command
The peaceful cities are being attacked by missiles.
................................... . 
Island Defender    
This game requires more than just a quick trigger finger. Precise 
mouse-positioning and a good sense of proportions and angles will be necessary. 
Island Defender provides four levels of action against increasingly smaller target 
ships. A electronic targeting scope allows you 360 degree coverage of the 
surrounding ocean from your volcano hide-away.
Starfleet Exam    
Star Fleet records have been assembled in order to test your knowledge of the 
Star Trek universe. The more questions you answer correctly, the higher rank  you 
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will receive.                              
................................... . 
Jewelbox 
A puzzle game similar to Tetris.
................................... . 
Mac Avenger
Non-stop arcade shooter.  Move your character about the playing field while 
blasting the evil robots. 
MOVOD
Macintosh Operated Vehicles of Destruction is an extremely fun 256-color action 
game.
................................... . 
MacSokoban
The object of the game is to move a set of gold bags to given destinations through 
given mazes. 
TileMix
A puzzle game similar to Rubik’s cardboard squares puzzle.
................................... . 
Maelstrom
Thrust through all the waves, destroying asteroids and aliens.
................................... . .
Ninja Boy
Use your punches and death kicks with your Ninja throwing stars to defeat your 
opponent.
................................... . .
Oxyd
Maneuver your sphere through obstacles while activating targets in this game 
which features excellent sound and graphics.
................................... . .
Patriot Command
Save your cities from missile attacks through the use of anti-missiles.
................................... . .
Safari II
Fun shoot’em up!  Tranquilize animals as they run across your screen.
................................... . .
Star Runner
Fly your spacecraft and rescue the humans.
................................... . .
Star Stormer
Defend your planet from the Xullians.
................................... . .
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Surround
The object of Surround is to outlast your opponent by not hitting his trail and not 
hitting the surrounding border. 
Tank Wars
Battle simulation between two tanks.
Tetris Max
An excellent 256-color game where you try to align the pieces to make them fall.
................................... . .
3tris
Filling one level makes all of the blocks in that level disappear. The game ends when 
the blocks reach the top. 
................................... . .
Jetpack
Guide your jet-pack equipped adventurer though a series of hazardous mazes.
................................... . .
Maniac
Traverse mazes, avoid ghosts, chomp dots and power up with pellets in this 
excellent arcade adaptation.
................................... . .

KIDS
 Spelling/Reading

ALPHA PIC
A pre-schooler alphabet book. 
Patricia’s Spelling
Use this stack to help children with their spelling.	
................................... . .
Audio Spelling Tester
Allows user to record words or phrases to be spelled correctly.
Spelling Tutor
Allows you to print out “right” and “wrong” word lists. 
French Verbs
Review the present tense of French verbs.
Learn To Read Russian
Contains the Cyrillic alphabet with the English transliteration.
 Spelling/Reading

ALPHA PIC
A pre-schooler alphabet book. 
Patricia’s Spelling
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Use this stack to help children with their spelling.	
................................... . .
Audio Spelling Tester
Allows user to record words or phrases to be spelled correctly.
Spelling Tutor
Allows you to print out “right” and “wrong” word lists. 
French Verbs
Review the present tense of French verbs.
Learn To Read Russian
Contains the Cyrillic alphabet with the English transliteration.
 ................................... . .
Word Beginnings
Can you figure out what letter begins with the appropriate 
word/picture?
Vocabulary Stack
Frequently encountered words, with meanings and usage.
................................... . .

Word Beginnings
Can you figure out what letter begins with the appropriate 
word/picture?
Vocabulary Stack
Frequently encountered words, with meanings and usage.
................................... . .

COMMING NEXT MONTH...

GENERAL INTEREST
		 	DESKTOP PUBLISHING
      MUSIC

GAMES
		 	ADVENTURE

KIDS
		 	MATH
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This section of the CD-ROM is where you will find specialty software.  In this months selection we 
have chosen Icons.  Look for more BONUS sections in future CD-ROM shipments.

Silver 3D Icons
by Harry Phillipo
Included are 1000 folder icons designed to enhance your desktop and bring life to an otherwise 
bleak computer existence.  There is a folder for every application, data type, and game you'll ever 
need.  

Installation Note:   To use these icons under system 7 select the folder icon to be used.  Press 
command-I  (the apple key and the 'I' key at the same time).  The info box contains the icon in the 
upper left corner.  Click this picture and a box will surround the image.  Press command-C (the 
apple key and the 'c' key at the same time).  Close the info window.  Now select the file or folder 
to receive this new icon.  Press command-I.  Select the icon in the upper left of this window.  Finally 
press command-V and the existing icon will be replaced!!
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